Preliminary validation of an optimally weighted patient-based utility index by application to randomized trials in breast cancer.
To optimize, apply, and validate a scoring algorithm that provides a utility index from a cancer-specific quality of life questionnaire called the Utility-Based Questionnaire-Cancer (UBQ-C) using data sets from randomized trials in breast cancer. The index is designed to reflect the perspective of cancer patients in a specific clinical context so as to best inform clinical decisions. We applied the UBQ-C scoring algorithm to trials of chemotherapy for advanced (n = 325) and early (n = 126) breast cancer. The algorithm converts UBQ-C subscales into a subset index, and combines it with a global health status item into an overall HRQL index, which is then converted to a utility index using a power transformation. The optimal subscale weights were determined by their correlations with the global scale in the relevant data set. The validity of the utility index was tested against other patient characteristics. Optimal weights (range 0-1) for the subset index in advanced (early) breast cancer were: physical function 0.20 (0.09); social/usual activities 0.23 (0.25); self-care 0.04 (0.01); and distresses 0.53 (0.64). Weights for the overall HRQL index were health status 0.66 (0.63) and subset index 0.34 (0.37). The utility index discriminated between breast cancer that was advanced rather than early (means 0.88 vs. 0.94, P < 0.0001) and was responsive to the toxic effects of chemotherapy in early breast cancer (mean change 0.07, P < 0.0001). The scoring algorithm for the UBQ-C utility index can be optimized in different clinical contexts to reflect the relative importance of different aspects of quality of life to the patients in a trial. It can be used to generate sensitive and responsive utility scores, and quality-adjusted life-years that can be used within a trial to compare the net benefit of treatments and inform clinical decision-making.